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biennial adjective
bi·en·ni·al | \ (ˌ)bī-ˈe-nē-əl  \

1: occurring every two years
2: continuing or lasting for two years
Source: merriam-webster.com

Bronx Calling: The Fifth AIM Biennial was originally scheduled for 2020. This survey 
exhibition would have shared its ten-year milestone with the 40th anniversary of the AIM 
program. Without a doubt, it would have been a very different exhibition then, even if it 
were possible to select all of the same works now on display. Instead, it was postponed 
indefinitely at the start of the COVID-19 outbreak, which had set off an unprecedented 
pause in human activity. The frenetic pace of life in New York suddenly stopped. The 
City and the world held their breath. As it became clear that we would have to hold it 
longer, yet uncertain how much longer, the moment stretched amorphously onward, our 
perceptions of time thoroughly distorted. Two weeks of restraint, experts said, would 
contain it. The global pandemic, which has indelibly marked our lives, has already lasted 
for two years.

“…a meditation on the practice of everyday life in uncertain times.”

We wrote this line to describe the biennial while thinking about the essay ‘Walking in the 
City’ from Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life (1980). In his opening, he 
writes about two ways of seeing New York: one view from atop the World Trade Center, 
and the other view from the streets of this walking city. The former refers to the image and 
imaginary of the City, products of a god’s-eye view. The latter refers to the pedestrian’s 
spatial knowledge and understanding of the city as part of the everyday resistance to this 
totalizing eye, gestures and the (mis-)use of spaces that can lead to new cultural forms—
graffiti is held up as an illustration—that reinvent the City from the ground up. Neither 
view was readily available nor apparent to us, however, while sheltering in place in a city 
emptied of its inhabitants.

De Certeau couldn’t have predicted the catastrophes that would hollow out his cited 
landmarks. If he were still with us, though, he would theorize about how these contrasting 
fields of vision had infiltrated our private spaces, turning our homes into contested sites. 
As professional and social communication moved almost exclusively online, we could 
constantly watch and be watched by our screens packed with surveillance and advertising 
technologies—a personal panopticon. Abrupt as the transition to the virtual was, we were 
better prepared and better equipped with the tools to facilitate an approximation of daily 
life through the screen. The limitless internet shrank into a virtual cubicle that reinforced its 
need to structure our time. Isolated as we were, the screen captured us, monopolizing our 
waking hours, if it hadn’t already, with the cascade of bad news, presidential bloviating, 
misinformation, social media affirmations, and overscheduling. What once was an escape 
led to fatigue and became oppressive, with nowhere else to escape to. Terminal anxiety.

We tend to disavow our vulnerabilities, often desiring to take control and scrambling 
for ways to feel secure—they could be acquisitive, regressive, pharmaceutical. Whether 
the efforts succeed or fail, our self-imposed limits on fully embodying the senses now 
conspire with an external threat to modify and distort the world around us. Opposition 
to these conditions might be found in a practice described to me several years ago 
by the artist Adler Guerrier, elaborating on a series of photographs taken through his 
backyard window: that of the wandering eye. Our senses are dulled by monotony, and, 
whether they are trapped in an endless scroll or drowned out by the urban din and odors, 
even a brief deprivation of stimuli restores an acute awareness in the body. Spared the 
diminishing effects of the virus—the wooden-tasting food, aromas made inert—, the eye 
is left standing, practically unencumbered. Let it settle on anything other than a screen 
for close observation, and turn that into a contemplative object: an old newspaper, family 
photos, idle sports gear, a Chinese food delivery menu, the community garden, the empty 
ball field. The figure of the housebound flâneur enacts resistance through this purposeful 
walking-in-place, and can be subversive, a renegade, or a fugitive by embracing the 
quotidian, but, is it enough?
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There are rare events that are so far-reaching—where human experience is truly 
universally shared—that they become historical reference points that incessantly, even if 
latently, shape and reshape all of our lives into categories of before and after. I can recall 
feeling that everything had changed on September 11, but the consequences took years 
to unravel, and are still in process. There are other examples to be found in the AIDS 
crisis or the fin de siècle and postwar periods, eras, and their ensuing politics and art, that 
take a few generations to fully digest. The parallels to de Certeau’s original formulations 
are inexact, because the force of the gestures is in their cumulative effect. We may have 
identified a conceptual strategy for the incubation of ideas suited to the lockdown, but 
it fails in the same way that trying to grasp the pandemic as an object—with its abstract 
and distributed nature—fails: it is an individual pursuit. How then do we see ourselves 
through this complexity? Not just in what manner, but quite literally, what tools do we use 
to gain enough objectivity to see ourselves? We must broaden our view.

Initially, my co-curator Eva Mayhabal Davis and I were simply charged with putting 
together a survey dedicated to the preceding two years of AIM fellows (2018 + 2019). 
Where we began is not where we expected to end up, so our collaborative task turned 
towards compressing two tumultuous years into an exhibition with renewed purpose. 
We agreed early on that every artist in these cohorts would be invited to participate, 
rather than limit the exhibition by selecting representative artists. We encouraged them 
to respond with their most recent production, even if it felt divergent from their bodies 
of work. We communicated remotely and virtually, including conducting studio visits, 
which challenged every way we knew how to work. We realize who we are by working 
under stress, and for this project that meant meeting the artists where they were 
mentally amidst the many ongoing crises. One type of artist knew what they wanted 
from the beginning. Another type knew they wanted to be in the show, but had no 
idea what to make or contribute. Yet another type questioned whether making artwork 
mattered at all. The artist is always creating a mirror of the self, and for us, the scale and 
form of the biennial works as a mass self-reflection. It is multivocal, polyphonic, and 
responsive, each individual important to the collective because they register a different 
perspective. Ultimately, sixty-eight artists trusted us throughout this process to confront 
and cope with the challenges presented.

In retrospect, it’s surprising to think that Bronx Calling opened only one year later than 
planned. It wasn’t enough to be forced into a narrower field of vision, focused on survival 
first. The upheaval that was unleashed in that intervening year made our society look 
threadbare. Things broke down, and we were disillusioned at how universally broken 
they were, but the problems weren’t new. The pandemic was very effective at revealing 
the tenuous hold of the philosophies we have inherited from the 20th, 19th, and 18th 
centuries, and older. Many of the questions we faced were existential, as May 26 
(Minneapolis), January 6 (D.C.), March 16 (Atlanta), July 11 (Havana), and many other 
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temporal markers kept reminding us. For that reason, we organized ourselves conceptually 
around the themes and values that helped ground us during this time: support systems, 
genealogies, family, the (de-)construction of identities, the rejection and reconfiguration 
of worn-out ideologies, self-reliance, reinvention, transformation, endurance, and the 
importance of mind and memory. To physically structure the exhibition, we chose to 
acknowledge the pandemic as context, obliquely but inescapably in the Small Gallery—
there is no “pandemic art.” Building out from this nexus in all directions, it informs 
everything else, attaching itself to every object and often prompting a different reading 
from the when and why the objects were created. A subtle breath that ripples across a 
nostalgic landscape is no longer metaphorical. It is concrete and collapses geographic 
distances both great and small. The external and internal transformations that contour and 
contort all of our relations are anthropomorphized. They complicate love, movement, and 
being present, and only tentative and awkward embraces remain. We honor the dead, but 
are there vessels large enough in size or number to carry all the mourning for the many we 
have lost? The biennial then reads like a large-scale elegy, a hall of contemporary ghosts.

As of this writing, the pandemic continues, the consequences of the many events 
are just unfolding, so an endpoint is less obvious. The artists offer many beginnings, 
threads that can be picked up as we learn to resocialize. Like a cicada, all organisms 
live in a closed circuit—between stasis and reanimation, despair and joy, inaction and 
action—circumscribed by larger cycles of history. Bronx Calling: The Fifth AIM Biennial 
is one meditation on this transformative moment—a collection of wanderings, a meeting 
place of imaginaries, and a grand concourse of ideas for resistance. The result is 
collective storytelling that is not meant to be exhaustive; rather, through their cultural 
production, the artists respond in an immediate and personal way, revealing their 
thoughts, anxieties, actions, interpretations, and hopes. We had a commitment to the 
art and practice of everyday life, so that the audience could see themselves reflected 
in the world we all occupy. We cannot go back to the way things were, but together we 
can contemplate who we are, what matters to us, how we’ve changed, and what we 
carry past this upheaval.
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